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Abstract
In a world where resources are scarce and urban areas consume the vast majority
of these resources, it is vital to make cities greener and more sustainable. A smart
city is a city in which information and communications technology are merged
with traditional infrastructures, coordinated and integrated using new digital tech-
nologies. The increasing amount of waste generated, and the collection and treat-
ment of waste poses a major challenge to modern urban planning in general, and
to smart cities in particular. To cope with this problem, automated vacuum waste
collection (AVWC) uses air suction on a closed network of underground pipes to
transport waste from the drop off points scattered throughout the city to a cen-
tral collection point, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the inconveniences
of conventional methods (odours, noise, etc.). Since a significant part of the cost
of operating AVWC systems is energy consumption, we have developed a model
with the aim of applying constraint programming technology to schedule the daily
emptying sequences of the drop off points in such a way that energy consumption
is minimized. In this paper we describe how the problem of deciding the drop
off points that should be emptied at a given time can be modeled as a constraint
integer programming (CIP) problem. Moreover, we report on experiments using
real data from AVWC systems installed in different cities that provide empirical
evidence that CIP offers a suitable technology for reducing energy consumption
in AVWC.
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1. Introduction
Awareness has arisen that cities have to develop in a greener and more sustain-
able way, since they consume the majority of the world resources. Urban areas
face both a changing urban population size and increasing sustainability issues
in terms of providing good socioeconomic and environmental living conditions.
Urban planning has to deal with both challenges ([16]).
A new city model has been proposed in the last years ([7, 22, 18, 26, 38]),
called smart city, which represents a community of average technology size, in-
terconnected and sustainable, comfortable, attractive and secure. A smart city is a
city in which information and communication technologies are merged with tradi-
tional infrastructures, coordinated and integrated using new digital technologies.
Advanced systems to improve and automate processes within a city will play a
leading role in smart cities. From smart design of buildings to intelligent control
systems the possible improvements enabled by sensing technologies are immense.
Two of the critical problems related to cities are transport and energy ([25]). The
cities consume 75% of worldwide energy production and generate 80% of CO2
emissions.
Considering the growth of urban population, along with the increasing amount
of waste generated on wealth areas, the collection and treatment of waste poses a
major challenge on modern urban planning ([15]). Waste generation per inhabitant
has been increased for years and, according to last projections, this will continue
till 2020. The environmental issues related to waste collection are believed to
be related primarily to the use and combustion of diesel in vehicles, because the
emission of exhaust gases from the combustion process. In a broader context
environmental issues are also related to noise and odor ([21]).
Automated vacuum waste collection (AVWC) uses air suction on a closed
network of underground pipes, covering an area of a few square kilometers, to
transport waste from the drop off points scattered throughout the city to a central
collection point, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the inconveniences of the
conventional method of waste collection (odors, noise, combustion gas emissions,
etc.), as well as allowing better waste reuse and recycling. An AVWC system has
a control software that includes the implementation of a method for deciding when
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and which inlets, corresponding to the same fraction, should be emptied during a
time interval taking into account a number of constraints (e.g., full inlets should
always be emptied, inlets should be emptied at least once a day, air speed, . . . ).
The use of artificial intelligence and other IT techinques can lead to more efficient
energy consumption by defining smarter daily operation plans, and increasing the
environmental sustainability ([19]).
Optimization of conventional methods for waste collection, using trucks to
pick up waste from collecting points scattered throughout the city has received
considerable attention ([17]). [32] proposed a benchmark problem set with time
windows for the vehicle routing problem, building a route one at a time in a serial
manner. A computational study of several heuristic algorithms was conducted,
and an insertion heuristic, which is known as Solomon’s insertion heuristic, gen-
erates the best routing schedules in many cases. [30] built routes in parallel using
Solomon’s heuristic to find the initial seed customers and number of vehicles. [31]
generated multiple initial solution by a local search heuristic. [33] used a new edge
exchange heuristic and tabu search to improve vehicle routing solutions. Multi-
ple use of vehicles in which multiple routes can be served by the same vehicle
were considered. [14] used a Markov decision process to model the residential
waste collection problem in the city of Chicago. [35] modified Solomon’s inser-
tion algorithm and applied it to a waste collection problem in Hanoi, Vietnam.
[29] used several non-traditional constraints of real-life vehicle routing problems,
such as multiple capacity, vehicle type, region served first or last constraints. A
savings-based method is proposed for the problems that have those constraints.
[5, 6] addressed the periodic vehicle routing problem with intermediate facilities,
using a tabu search algorithm. [34] also used an heuristic approach for the sep-
arate collection of three types of waste. [8] applied ant colony optimization to
solve the urban waste collection problem in a city of the metropolitan area of
Barcelona; [11] solved the waste collection vehicle routing problem with time
windows, driver rest period and multiple disposal facilities using tabu search and
variable neighborhood search; [20] addressed the same problem as [11] but their
solution relies on extending Solomon’s insertion algorithm to this new context;
and [4] defined a network model for waste collection in Northern Cyprus which
produced considerable cost savings.
The problem of optimizing AVWC systems to reduce energy usage has not
been studied so far, despite a significant part of the cost of operating AVWC sys-
tems is energy consumption. This paper establishes a first step in this direction by
formally defining AVWC systems, modeling the problem of scheduling the drop
off points that should be emptied at a given time, taking into account energy con-
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sumption, as a constraint integer programming (CIP) problem [1, 2], and solving
it in real-time. Moreover, we report on experiments using real data from AVWC
systems installed in different cities that provide empirical evidence that CIP offers
a suitable technology for reducing energy consumption in AVWC. These results
pave the way for developing an scheduler capable of producing optimal plans of
the daily emptying sequences of the drop off points in such a way that energy
consumption is minimized.
A Constraint programming approach has been adopted because constraint pro-
gramming is a powerful technology for solving hard combinatorial problems in
a diverse range of application domains, including complex real-world planning
and scheduling problems; see for example [24, 23] for the application of con-
straint programming for solving real-world operation problems over oil pipeline
networks. Its solving techniques have their roots in artificial intelligence, mathe-
matical programming, operations research, and programming languages, and ben-
efits from the experience of all these research communities [27].
The paper is structured as follows. First, AVWC systems are formally de-
scribed, as well as the problem dynamics, giving expressions for the time and
energy calculations that define the system operation. Then the problem is defined,
scheduling the daily emptying sequences of the drop off points in such a way
that energy consumption is minimized. An example of the system dynamics is
provided and the CIP model is presented. Finally, an empirical investigation on
real-world instances is reported, analyzing the obtained results. To conclude, we
present our current ongoing work on using our CIP approach for solving the more
general dynamic problem, when one has to optimize the selected operations over
a full period of time. This paper is an extended version that completes the work
presented in [10, 9]. In [10], we formally define the problem of optimizing en-
ergy in AVWC systems, and in [9], we describe the solving approach we used to
solve that problem. Here, we provide a more detailed explanation of the problem
and of the solving approach by clarifying the main concepts with additional ex-
amples,incorporating the topology of a real-world AVWC plant that operates in a
Spanish city, showing step by step the operations performed by an AVWC plant
for emptying a sequence of inlets, improving the explanation of how inlets are
ordered, making publicly available a wider range of data sets, and adding a list of
acronyms and symbols.
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Figure 1: Scheme of an automated vacuum waste collection system
2. System description
In AVWC the pipe network has a tree shape, and the central collection point
is located at the root node. This central collection point has the means to split the
collected waste by fraction (organic fraction, paper, etc.), and is where waste is
packed for disposal in containers that are then transported with trucks to a land-
fill area for recycling or Mechanical Biological Treatment. The network usually
has sector valves located on some of the branch junctions that can isolate one
of the branches (to reduce the volume of air that will be suctioned). The drop off
points are located along the branches, and contain inlets for the different fractions.
There are also air valves that act as air entry points that help produce the air flow
when the suction starts. Air valves can be located next to inlets, although it is not
mandatory to have an air valve in each drop off point. Figure 1 shows a general
view of an AVWC system.
An underground vacuum waste collection system is modeled as a set
{T , I,F ,Va,Vs}. T (N , E) is a rooted binary tree with nodes (N ) represent-
ing either waste inlets (I) or pipe junctions, and edges (E) corresponding to union
pipes between nodes. F represents the set of fractions waste is divided into. Typ-
ical fractions include organic refuse, paper, plastic and glass. Air valves (Va),
located at some inlets, create air streams able to empty downstream inlets. Sector
valves (Vs) are disposed along the tree in order to segment the whole tree struc-
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Figure 2: Schematic example of an automatic vacuum waste collection plant
ture, defining isolated sectors (s), making a more efficient transport for the inlets
comprised in the corresponding sector. The sector, defined by a configuration of
open and closed sector valves, is the subtree that contains all the paths to the root
that contain only open valves and at least an inlet.
Each inlet in I is denoted by Ifi , where i denotes the inlet number and f de-
notes the fraction, meanwhile vai and v
s
i denote air and sector valves respectively.
The status of any valve is open (o) or closed (c). Fig. 2 is a small example of the
system, with 3 types of fraction, 5 inlets (two of them handling 2 types of fraction,
so one can consider having 7 inlets), 4 air valves and 3 sector valves. Note that,
in this case, only 5 combinations of Vs out of the 8 possible are valid, giving 5
different sectors, as depicted in Fig. 3.1
Three important subtrees that will deeply impact the system dynamics arise
from the topology: emptying, air and vacuum subtrees. The emptying subtree
(T Ei ) is unique for each inlet, and is defined as the path that waste must follow
from inlet i to the root node. Of course, T Ei must not contain closed sector valves
1Following the notation (vs1, v
s
2, v
s
3), {(c, c, c), (c, o, c)} are not valid assignments (because
the resulting subtree only contains the root node) and {(c, c, o), (c, o, o)} give the same sector
configuration.
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on it. The air subtree (T Ai ) is the path followed by the air stream in charge of waste
transport along T Ei . Note that T Ei ⊆ T Ai , being equal if inlet i has an air valve,
otherwise, the airflow must come from an upstream inlet. The vacuum subtree
(T Vs ) is unique for each sector and represents the total amount of air to be moved
before proceeding to waste transport. Let’s denote by d(T ) the total length of a
tree.
As an example, let’s consider inlet number 2. In this case, d(T E2 ) = d(e1) +
d(e2) + d(e3) and d(T A2 ) = d(T E2 ) + d(e4). Inlet 2 can be emptied by 2 sectors;
s1,2,3 and s1,2,3 (vs1 = o, v
s
2 = o, v
s
3 = c and v
s
2 = o, v
s
3 = o respectively). For the
first case, d(T Vs1,2,3) = d(e1) + d(e2) + d(e3) + d(e4) + d(e5), and for the second
case d(T Vs1,2,3) = d(e1) + d(e2) + d(e3) + d(e4) + d(e5) + d(e6).
Consider now the waste occupancy Lfi of an inlet I
f
i at the beginning of the
current slot of time t. As we will discuss next, the energy consumption depends
on the sequence of inlets we decide to (completely) empty 2. Given the selected
sector s and fraction f for the current time t, a valid emptying sequence Ef,st =
[Ifi1 , I
f
i2
, . . .] is an ordered subset of the inlets in sector s such that the total waste
to be emptied does not exceed a maximum transfer capacity (Lfmax) for fraction
f , that is:
∑
Ifi ∈Ef,st L
f
i ≤ Lfmax. Emptying sequences can not overlap in time and
can be null (do not empty any inlets at this time).
3. Dynamics of the model
Energy consumption depends on the emptying sequence selected for the cur-
rent time slot and on other operational attributes of the system such as air speed,
type of fraction and section selected to be emptied, inlets ordering, . . . Air speed
operation [37] is an important one, being crucial to determine the duration of an
emptying sequence and, consequently, energy consumption. For our model, we
will assume that we operate at a constant air speed during an emptying sequence
(vt). Due to structural reasons, vt has a maximum (VM ). Furthermore, each inlet
is characterized by a minimum air speed operation (V fi ) to avoid pipe obstructs.
The second element is the operation time (Tt). It is defined as the required time
to operate an emptying sequence, depending on the sequence itself, the air speed
of operation vt, and the previous operation state of the system. Such a previous
operation state can be: operating an emptying sequence for type of fraction f ′ and
sector s′ at speed vt−1 or idle (vt−1 = 0).
2Partial emptying of inlets is not considered in our current model
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of all the possible sectors according to the sector valves set up.
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The operation time is divided into two phases: transitory and stationary. In
the transitory phase the previous speed (vt−1) changes progressively to vt in time
T trt and next in the stationary phase the selected emptying sequence is executed
in time T stt . T
tr
t is a function of three types of parameters. First, the previous and
the current operational air speed. Second, the type of fraction, because if there is
a change of type of fraction among the previous and actual emptying sequences,
the air speed must be dropped to a low value due to operational requirements.
Otherwise, it is enough to increase or decrease the air speed from the previous
value (vt−1) to the actual (vt). Third, the total amount of air to be adapted. It
depends on the vacuum paths of the previous sector (s′) and the current sector (s),
and can be obtained as T Vs − T Vs ∩ T Vs′ . We can express
T trt =

ctr1,t · |vt − vt−1|
+ctr2,t ·
(
d(T Vs )− d(T Vs ∩ T Vs′ )
)
, f = f ′,
ctr1,t · (vt + vt−1)
+ctr2,t ·
(
d(T Vs )− d(T Vs ∩ T Vs′ )
)
, f 6= f ′,
where ctr1,t and c
tr
2,t are constants for a given system, as detailed in the following
section.
Once the transitory phase ends and the new air speed is reached, the stationary
phase can be started in order to proceed with the emptying sequence. An empty-
ing sequence consists of two operations that iterate over the ordered sequence of
inlets; first, to empty an inlet over the transport pipes, and second, to proceed to
waste transport. The transport of waste and the emptying phase of the next inlet
can overlap in time, if and only if, the inlet to be emptied is upstream the esti-
mated position of the waste being transported. Under these assumptions, given
the current emptying sequence Ef,st and current inlet loads (Lfi ) we have that:
T stt =
∑
Ifi ∈Ef,st
Ifj =next(Ifi )
T stt (i, j),
T stt (i, j) = c
st
1,t · Lfi,t +
d(T Ei )− d(T Ei ∩ T Ej )
vt
, (1)
where next(Ifi ) denotes the following element to I
f
i in the ordered sequence Ef,st ,
and next() of the last element in the sequence is the root node. T stt (i, j) is ob-
tained as the sum of the time needed for emptying the inlet Ifi (left term of the
sum) with the time needed to transport its load down to the intersection point with
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the emptying path T Ej of the next inlet Ifj . Note that if Ifj is upstream Ifi , then
d(T Ei )− d(T Ei ∩ T Ej ) = 0,
meaning that once emptied Ifi , we can proceed to empty I
f
j .
The last element that defines the dynamics of our model is energy. Energy is
closely related to the operation time, and can also be split into two parts; transitory
and stationary. It is easy to understand that, for the transitory case, there is only
energy consumption for the process of increasing air speed but not for decreasing
it. That being so, we can write
Etrt =

ctr1,e · |vt − vt−1|+
+ctr2,e ·
(
d(T Vs )− d(T Vs ∩ T Vs′ )
)
, f = f ′,
ctr1,e · vt
+ctr2,e ·
(
d(T Vs )− d(T Vs ∩ T Vs′ )
)
, f 6= f ′,
where
|x|+ =
{
0 x < 0,
x x ≥ 0.
For the stationary part of the energy, the air path plays an important role. For the
same emptying path, the minimum transport energy is obtained when the shortest
air path is employed, that is, opening the upstream air valve closest to the inlet
being emptied. The type of fraction also affects the power requirements because
denser fractions require more energy. Under these considerations, we assume that
during the stationary phase, power consumption is a linear function of the air
path, cst1,e(f)+ c
st
2,e(f) ·d(T Ai ), with coefficients depending on the type of fraction.
Stationary energy results,
Estt =
∑
Ifi ∈Ef,st
Ifj =next(Ifi )
(
cst1,e(f) + c
st
2,e(f) · d(T Ai )
) · T stt (i, j). (2)
That is, the contribution to the stationary energy of an inlet Ifi of the emptying
sequence is proportional to its air path (T Ai ) and to its transport time up to the
next intersection.
4. Problem description
The objective of the problem is to find a set of emptying sequences and air
speed operations, {Ef,st } × {vt}, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , for an operative period of time T
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(e.g. a day), that minimizes the energy cost,
∑T
t=0 fc(t) · (Etrt + Estt ), where fc(t)
is the energy cost function. Also, at the end of the period of time T , the residual
load Lfi of inlet I
f
i should be below a lower bound 
f
i .
In this article we are dealing only with the problem of selecting an optimal
emptying sequence for the state of the system on a given time slot t, leaving
as future work the problem of optimizing over a full period of time T , i.e. the
dynamic continuous problem. Once this is taken into account, the problem at time
t will be subject to the following hard constraints and conditions:
• The emptying sequence Ef,st = [Ifi1 , Ifi2 , . . .] must be valid. That is:∑
Ifi ∈Ef,st L
f
i ≤ Lfmax
• The air speed satisfies its operational range:
maxIfi ∈Is(V
f
i ) ≤ vt ≤ VM , 0 < t ≤ T .
• Any inlet Ifi with a load Lfi over a threshold thfi should be included in
the emptying sequence. Given that it may not be possible to include all the
inlets that are overloaded, we will try to force the inclusion of the maximum
number of such inlets by a penalty term in our objective function.
The problem is described by three types of files. A first set of files
(topology.xml) is used to encode the network topology of the problem (i.e.
edges, valves, inlet location, etc.) as well as to provide initial inlet load and inlet
specific parameters and constants.
A second set of files (parameters.xml) details the constants of the dy-
namics model (ctr1,t, · · · ), as well as the energy cost (fc(t)) depending on time and
according to the energy fares. The energy cost function is expressed as a look-up
table in terms of price per energy unit depending on date/time. This set of files
also contains the constant values defined in the three types of constraints detailed
above (constants appear underlined), such as maximum laod capacity per fraction,
air speed ranges and residuald thresholds.
Finally, a third set of files (data.xml ) describes the stochastic component
of the system, that is, the way that the users dispose waste into the inlets, dur-
ing a period of time (usually several weeks). This last set of files describes the
process of disposal volumes, it can give either a list of real world disposals or a
parametrized random function for arrival times and waste amount for any inlet.
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5. Example
In this section we give a small example of the dynamics of the system based
on the topology of Fig. 2. Let’s assume the following, as shown in figure 4a:
• Before t = 0, the system is not operating (v0− = 0).
• At t = 0, we decide to empty fraction f1 from inlets If11 , If12 and If14 , through
section s1,2,3, with air speed v0.
• Inlets load at t = 0 is Lf11 + Lf12 + Lf14 ≤ Lf1max.
• The emptying sequence is ordered as; [If12 , If14 , If11 ]. Section 6 details the
ordering process.
The chronological events resulting from such a decision are the following:
1. At t = 0 the system starts the transitory phase to speed up the air volume of
the operating section from 0 to v0. This will take T tr0 = c
tr
1,t · v0+ ctr2,t · (e1+
e2 + e3 + e4 + e5) seconds. See Fig. 4b.
2. At t = T tr0 we start the stationary phase. This phase will consist of:
• To empty If12 , taking cst1,t · Lf12 seconds. See Fig. 4c.
• To transport waste down to the next junction (along edge e3). This will
take e3/v0 seconds. Once the load L
f1
2 is downstream the junction, the
inlet If14 can be started to be emptied. See Fig. 4d.
• To empty If14 , taking cst1,t · Lf14 seconds. See Fig. 4e.
• To transport waste down to next inlet (along edge e5 and e2). This will
take (e5 + e2)/v0 seconds. See Fig. 4f and Fig. 4g.
• To empty If11 , taking cst1,t · Lf11 seconds. See Fig. 4h.
• To transport waste down to the root node (along edge e1). This will
take e1/v0 seconds. See Fig. 4i.
3. At this point, the transport is finished and we can decide for the next emp-
tying sequence, and the system is in the state shown in Fig. 4j.
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Figure 4: Operating example of an AWCS plant
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6. CIP Encoding
Constraint Integer Programming (CIP) is a novel paradigm that integrates con-
straint programming (CP), mixed integer programming (MIP), and satisfiability
(SAT) modeling and solving techniques [1, 2, 3]. CIP can be seen as a gen-
eralization of MIP that allows for inclusion of arbitrary constraints that get re-
duced to linear constraints on continuous variables after all integer variables have
been fixed. CIPs can be treated by a combination of techniques used to solve
CPs, MIPs, and SAT problems: propagating the variable domains by constraint
specific algorithms, solving a linear programming (LP) relaxation of the prob-
lem, strengthening the LP by cutting plane separation, and analyzing infeasible
subproblems to infer useful global knowledge about the problem instance. The
motivation behind combining CP, SAT, and MIP techniques is to combine their
advantages and to compensate for their individual weaknesses.
In this section we describe a CIP encoding for the problem of determining
an optimal emptying sequence Ef,st and an optimal operational air speed v for the
current time slot. Before solving the encoding of the problem, there is a first phase
where we obtain a total ordering for the whole set of inlets I. Then, in the second
phase, we perform a search for an optimal subset of inlets, subject to the ordering
found in the first phase.
As reflected in Eq. 2, the order in which inlets are emptied and how their corre-
sponding air valves are operated, determines the stationary energy. The objective
of determine a previous ordering is twofold. First, to find the ordering empty-
ing sequence among the complete set of inlets that minimizes Estt , as well as the
number of air valve switches, independently of the inlets load. It must be con-
sidered that such an optimal ordering applies for every system state and slot time.
Consequently, the second objective avoids the CIP solver to decide the ordering,
reducing this way the search space.
We first describe the ordering algorithm in the next subsection and then the
Constraint Integer Programming (CIP) model used for solving the problem. A
CIP model is defined by a set of variables (integer and real valued), constraints
(among the variables) and an objective function.
Ordered inlets
We present here the algorithm for ordering once all the inlets of the plant,
and then the resulting total order is used for ordering any subset of inlets chosen
at any execution of the optimization algorithm. Although ordering all the inlets
14
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Figure 5: Types of nodes example for the inlets ordering algorithm
before the search phase is not necessarily the best possible option, in practice it is
a suitable option to obtain good quality results within reasonable time.
The notation and auxiliary functions of the algorithm are:
• I: It is the set of inlets.
• T (N , E): It is the binary tree where nodes can be of different classes (Fig. 5
exemplifies the node classes detailed below):
– Root node: It is the node with the absorption engine, and is connected
to either a junction node or an internal inlet node.
– Junction node: It is an internal node with two upstream pipes and one
downstream pipe. We denote the two son nodes of a junction node n
as son1(n) and son2(n).
– Internal inlet node: It is an internal node with an inlet which may
contain also an air valve, a downstream pipe and an upstream pipe.
We denote the son (upstream) on an internal inlet node n as son(n).
– Leaf node: It contains an inlet with its corresponding air valve.
• getfurthest(T (N , E), r): get the furthest inlet node fn of the subtree Tr,
and its distance d, from the root of T (N , E) in the pair (fn, d).
The ordering function (see Algo. 1) is defined recursively for a plant tree, or plant
subtree, and the ordering it gives depends on the following possible cases for the
plant tree:
1. Leaf inlet node: in this base case the ordering contains only the inlet node.
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Algorithm 1: Function OrderInlets (T (N , E)) recursively defined
L := [] ;
// L will contain the ordered list of inlets, starting
from the furthest node from rnode up to rnode
;
switch typeof(rnode) is do
case junction
(f1, d1) := getfurthest( T (N , E), son1(rnode) ) ;
(f2, d2) := getfurthest( T (N , E), son2(rnode) ) ;
L1 := OrderInlets ( T (N , E), son1( rnode ) ) ;
L2 := OrderInlets ( T (N , E), son2( rnode ) ) ;
if d1 ≥ d2 then
L := L1|L2
else
L := L2|L1
case inner inlet
L := OrderInlets ( T (N , E), son( rnode ) ) |[rnode]
case leaf node
L := [rnode]
return L ;
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2. Internal inlet node: all the inlet nodes of the subtree attached to the node
will be inserted first in the ordering, and then the internal inlet node.
3. Junction node: all the inlet nodes of the subtree that contains the furthest
node from the root node will be inserted first, and then the inlet nodes of the
other subtree.
The reasons behind such an ordering are that for the energy needed in the station-
ary phase we have the following behavior. Consider the simplest case, a single
branch with n inlets and the root node, being If1 the nearest inlet to the root (di-
rectly connected to it with an edge) and being Ifn the furthest inlet. In this case,
we assume the following:
• All the coefficients in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, as well as vt are equal to one.
• All the inlets have an air valve, so the inlet air path coincides with the inlet
emptying path, T Ai = T Ei .
• Note that the inlet unload time in Eq. 1 is not considered, because its con-
tribution to Estt does not depend on the inlet ordering.
We consider the stationary energy for two orderings, a first ordering by ascending
distance to the root (Estt,a) and a second one by descending distance (E
st
t,d). For the
ordering by ascending distance to the root ([If1 , I
f
2 , . . . , I
f
n ]), denoting as di the
distance between Ifi and I
f
i−1, we have
Estt,a = O
((
1 +
∑
i
di
)∑
i
di
)
= O
∑
i
di +
(∑
i
di
)2 .
That is, the energy is dominated by the square of the length of the longest air path,
because for emptying all the inlets we are operating over the longest air path.
Conversely in the ordering by descending distance ([Ifn , I
f
n−1, . . . , I
f
1 ]) we found
that the spent stationary energy is less because, in this case, we have:
Estt,d = O
(∑
i
(
1 +
∑
j≤i
dj
)
di
)
= O
(∑
i
di +
∑
j≤i
di · dj
)
< Estt,a.
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Parameters and functions
For presenting our CIP model, we first introduce some constants and param-
eters. From the system model {T , I,F ,Va,Vs}, the possible dispositions of the
sector valves (Vs) determine a set of sectors (S).
• pufi ∈ R, f = 1 . . . |F|, i = 1 . . . |I|, is the penalty cost due to leaving
unloaded inlet Ifi above a given threshold of its maximum capacity (th
f
i ).
• Lfi ∈ R, is the load of Ifi at the beginning of the slot time being optimized
(Ifi,t).
• s′ ∈ [1 . . . |S|], denotes the previous active sector.
• f ′ ∈ [1 . . . |F|], denotes the previous active fraction.
• v′ ∈ R, denotes the previous operational speed.
• Ind : {0 . . . |I|} → {0 . . . |I|}, is a function that orders the set I ∪ ∅ ac-
cording to the above definition, being ∅ the root node.
• Vp : {(1 . . . |S|) × (1 . . . |S|)} → R},Vp(s, s′) = d(T Vs ) − d(T Vs ∩ T Vs′ ),
is the vacuum path.
• Ep : {(0 . . . |I|)× (0 . . . |I|)} → R},Ep(i, j) = d(T Ei )− d(T Ri ∩ T Ej ), is
the emptying path.
• Ap : {1 . . . |I|} → R},Ap(i) = d(T Ai ), is the air path.
Variables
In our CIP model, we have decision variables, over which the search is per-
formed, and auxiliary variables in order to obtain a more readable set of con-
straints. We define the following decision variables:
• si ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1 . . . |S|, indicates whether a sector is activated for empty-
ing.
• fi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1 . . . |F|, determines the fraction.
• ls,fi ∈ {0, 1}, s = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|, i = 1 . . . |I|, indicates whether
inlet Ifi is going to be emptied with sector s.
• v ∈ R. Operational air speed.
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The auxiliary variables, with its defining constraints, are:
• bfi =
∑|S|
s=1 l
s,f
i ∈ {0, 1}, f = 1 . . . |F|, i = 1 . . . |I|, indicates whether an
inlet Ifi is active regardless of the sector being considered.
• ps,fi,j ∈ {0, 1}, s = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|, i = 0 . . . |I|, j = 1 . . . |I|, Ind(i) <
Ind(j). It is a pair of inlet indicators, keeping track active inlets and their
corresponding following up. It helps to compute energy.
• vtr ∈ R, is the air speed value to be considered in the transitory phase for
energy calculation, depending on the fraction to be transported.
• Etr = ctr1,e · vtr + ctr2,e ·
∑|S|
i=1 si · Vp(i, s′) ∈ R, is the transitory energy.
• T sti,j =
∑|S|
s=1
∑|F|
f=1
(
cst1,t · ls,fi · Lfi +
ps,fi,j ·Ep(j,i)
v
)
∈ R, i = 1 . . . |I|, j =
1 . . . |I|, is the stationary time.
• csti,e =
∑|F|
j=1 c
st
i,e(j) · fj ∈ R, i ∈ {1, 2}, determines the coefficients for the
stationary energy calculation.
• Est =
∑|I|
i=1
∑|I|
j=1
Ind(i)<Ind(j)
(
cst1,e + c
st
2,e · Ap(j)
)
T sti,j ∈ R, is the stationary
energy.
• P = ∑|I|i=1∑|F|f=1 pufi · (1 − bfi ) ∈ R, is the penalty due to leave unloaded
inlets above a given threshold.
Constraints
The main constraints in our encoding are:
• ∑|S|i=1 si ≤ 1. At most one active sector.
• ∑|F|i=1 fi ≤ 1. At most one active fraction.
• ¬sj ⇒ ¬lj,fi ,∀i = 1 . . . |I|, j = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|. Inactive sector
propagation.
• ¬fk ⇒ ¬ls,ki ,∀i = 1 . . . |I|, s = 1 . . . |S|, k = 1 . . . |F|. Inactive fraction
propagation.
• ∑i,s,f ls,fi · Lfi ≤ Lfmax. Maximum transfer load per fraction.
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• maxi=1...|I|(V fi · bfi ) ≤ v ≤ VM ∈ R. Operational air speed.
• ∑|I|i=1 ps,f0,i ≤ 1, ∀s = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|. Root node (∅) has at most one
follow up inlet.
• ¬ls,fi ⇒
(
¬ps,fi,j ∧ ¬ps,fj′,i
)
,∀s = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|, i = 1 . . . |I|, j =
1 . . . |I| : i < j, j′ = 0 . . . |I| : j′ < i. Inactive inlet propagation.
• ls,fi ⇒
∑|I|
j=0
Ind(j)<Ind(i)
ps,fj,i = 1,∀s = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|, i = 1 . . . |I|.
Exactly one follow down inlet.
• (sj ∧ fk) ⇒
∑|I|
i=1 b
j,k
i ≥ 1, ∀j = 1 . . . |S|, f = 1 . . . |F|. At least one
active inlet for active sector and fraction.
• ff ′ ⇒ (vtr = |v − v′|+). Speed contribution to transitory energy when
fraction to be transported remains the same.
• ¬ff ′ ⇒ (vtr = v). Speed contribution to transitory energy when fraction to
be transported changes.
• Lfi < fi ⇒ ¬bfi ,∀i = 1 . . . |I|, f = 1 . . . |F|. Don’t empty inlets below a
residual threshold.
Objective function
Our objective function is to minimize the energy consumption plus the penalty
for leaving unloaded inlets above a threshold of their maximum capacity, i.e.
min (Etr + Est + P ) .
Observe that an optimal solution for minimizing only the energy (Etr+Est) would
be obviously a solution with no inlets selected. So, the inclusion of the penalty
cost associated with the no selection of overloaded inlets is essential in the model.
7. Results and Discussion
We present here empirical results when solving instances of the problem. Con-
sidering that, in a real scenario, the time duration of an emptying sequence is in
the order of a few minutes, the ability of the solver to give an optimal solution
in a few minutes will determine its suitability for real time operations. With this
objective in mind, we have encoded three existing plants as five real problems
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Figure 6: Schema of a real world plant (experiments 3.1 and 3.2)
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and we have computed optimal solutions under different load situations. On such
plant, the one labeled 3.x in our experimentation has the shape shown on Figure
6, with dots representing drop off points and the bigger square representing the
central collection point.
Table 1 summarizes the results, where each entry consists of:
• A problem name with its corresponding topology. Problems p2.1 and p2.2,
as well as problems p3.1 and p3.2, correspond to the same plant with differ-
ent sector configurations.
• The number of drop off points and inlets.
• The number of sections and fractions.
• The number of variables and constraints before and after presolving. The
SCIP 3 solver includes a series of techniques for simplifying and reducing
the number of variables before starting the search.
• Time to solve. We have employed a time limit of 5 minutes. This is a typical
value for the emptying sequence time on a vacuum plant and gives the time
limit for taking the next decision meanwhile an emptying sequence is being
operated.
• The solution gap as the relative difference between the primal and dual
bounds. This gives a measure about the accuracy of the solution obtained
so far in relation to the optimal solution, for those instances that were not
solved within the time limit.
• The system load as the percentage of inlets with a load above the residual
threshold (fi ). This parameter increases the number of variables and con-
straints after the presolving phase. Among the loaded inlets, roughly a 20%
of them are loaded above the penalty threshold (thfi ).
The problems were solved with SCIP version 2.1.1[12] with SoPlex 1.6 and de-
fault settings in a 2.66 GHz processor. We selected SCIP because it provides a
compact and natural encoding of our problem, and has been successfully applied
to solve other challenging problems [13, 28, 36]. SCIP employs a branch-and-
bound approach, which is used in all three areas, MIP, CP, and SAT. This is com-
plemented by LP relaxations and cutting plane separators as they can be found in
3SCIP is short for Solving Constraint Integer Programs, see http://scip.zib.de/
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MIP, by constraint specific domain propagation algorithms as in CP and SAT, and
by conflict analysis as in modern SAT solvers.
It is important to note that system loads have not been tested beyond 50%.
In real systems, it is a common practice to put the residual threshold around 30-
40%. In other words, inlets below these occupancy levels are not selected for
discharging. This makes systems loads above 50% rarely occur during a slot time.
The three studied collection plants present particular topology characteristics
that allow to comment some interesting performance differences. Plant 1 is a
small/medium facility, with few sector valves (3) whose all possible combinations
give us 6 different sectors. As we analyze all the possible sector configurations,
some of them have a large number of inlets. In particular, a sector contains all the
inlets (54), and a second sector contains 45 out of the 54 total inlets. Plant 2 is a
large topology, mostly lineal and highly sectored (14 sector valves). Such a large
number of sector valves defines 291 possible distinct sectors, but those sector
valves are located having in mind a smaller number of sectors, basically those
resulting in branching from the main pipe. Even in that sector configuration, some
sectors have some inlets in common, resulting in a large number of inlets on some
sectors. As an example, problem p2.1 has 4 sectors, one of them having as much
as 63 inlets, meanwhile problem p2.2 with 9 sectors, still presents some sectors
with almost half the number of inlets (46). Plant 3 is a larger facility with a more
accurate sectoring map. Its star shape topology allows to define 4 sectors (p3.1)
with few intersections. Actually, only one branch is common for the 4 sectors,
consisting the largest sector on 65 inlets. As an extension (p3.2), we have added a
sector valve to define 5 non-overlapping sectors, reducing the largest sector to 47
inlets.
To conclude, our encoding is able to find the optimal solution for every load
level on plants 1 and 3 in less than 5 minutes. A great performance improvement
is observed on plant 3 (p3.2) when a better sectoring configuration is defined and
every inlet belongs to exactly one sector. With respect to plant 2, no optimal
solutions are found above the 20% of load, even though good solutions are found
with a small gap between the primal and dual bounds. That will allow the system
to cancel the search before an emptying sequence operation reaches the end, and
prepare for a new emptying sequence with a good sub-optimal decision.
7.1. Software and data availability
All the set of files (topology.xml, parameters.xml, data.xml) used
in the experiments are available to download on the web at http://newmatica.udl.cat/
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Table 1: Solving times for three real plants. #d, #in, #s and #f stand for number of drop points,
inlets, sectors and fractions, respectively
Prob. #d #in #s #f # vars. # const.
Time
(s.)
Gap
(%)
Load
(%)
p1 39 54 6 2 26,910 94 35,443 264 84 0 10
p1 39 54 6 2 26,899 223 35,439 657 84 0 20
p1 39 54 6 2 26,910 513 35,434 1,413 88 0 30
p1 39 54 6 2 26,910 1,367 35,424 3,712 146 0 50
p2.1 30 102 4 4 21,708 119 28,661 336 7 0 10
p2.1 30 102 4 4 21,708 334 28,651 962 - 0.77 20
p2.1 30 102 4 4 21,708 679 28,640 1,941 - 1.45 30
p2.1 30 102 4 4 21,708 1,331 28,618 3,742 - 5.95 50
p2.2 30 102 9 4 32,086 198 42,835 568 16 0 10
p2.2 30 102 9 4 32,086 545 42,375 1,616 - 0.32 20
p2.2 30 102 9 4 32,086 1,134 42,364 3,261 - 2.38 30
p2.2 30 102 9 4 32,086 2,096 42,342 5,951 - 10.34 50
p3.1 53 109 4 2 40,126 89 52,836 211 135 0 10
p3.1 53 109 4 2 40,126 260 52,825 625 138 0 20
p3.1 53 109 4 2 40,126 639 52,816 1,500 158 0 30
p3.1 53 109 4 2 40,126 1,015 52,794 2,429 169 0 50
p3.2 53 109 5 2 15,549 49 20,540 133 23 0 10
p3.2 53 109 5 2 15,549 104 20,529 288 23 0 20
p3.2 53 109 5 2 15,549 284 20,520 746 24 0 30
p3.2 53 109 5 2 15,549 1476 20,488 1,235 25 0 50
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with detailed descriptions of XML file formats and contact information with au-
thors in case more data or clarifications on data is needed. More files, specially
real world dump data logged from existing systems, will be available eventually.
Solver SCIP is available to download on the web at http://scip.zib.de/. The
software is available with its source code, and is distributed without charge for
research purposes.
8. Conclusions and future work
The collection of waste poses a major challenge on modern urban planning.
The merge of information and communication technologies with traditional in-
frastructures, allows a smart city face the increase in waste generation and its
sustainable management. AVWC reduces greenhouse gas emissions and the in-
conveniences of conventional methods (odours, noise, etc.). Its combination with
information technologies has lead to making more efficient its energy consump-
tion by defining smarter daily operation procedures.
The above detailed and encoded problem, along its solution, represents a sin-
gle step in the quest for an optimal operation plan over an extended time horizon
T . As an automated vacuum waste collection plant operates nonstop, and being
a strong requirement that all the inlets must be emptied at least once a day, one
can think on planning operations with a time horizon of a day. The results we
have presented show that with our CIP encoding based solving approach we can
find an optimal emptying sequence in a few minutes, so it is a feasible solving
solution taking into account the operation times of real plants. Currently, we are
working in dynamic programming techniques to determine the optimal decisions
at each time slot along a complete operative time horizon. The time granularity to
consider will be lower bounded by the required time to take these decisions, and
consequently, determined by the performance of our CIP encoding based solving
approach. So, the solving approach we have presented here will be a fundamen-
tal part of the algorithm that works over the extended time horizon, allowing an
efficient learning based on historical inlet disposal data, as well as an optimal, or
near-optimal, real time decision algorithm.
As then number of estates required to describe the system at each time slot is
enormous, even aggregating features, we are implementing approximate dynamic
programming techniques in order to perform an efficient off-line learning. As
mentioned, such techniques encode the system as a CIP problem at each time
slot, and solve the problem in order to determine the best decision. After several
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iterations, the established policies tend to be optimal, finding the most efficient
emptying sequences for a day long operation.
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List of acronyms and symbols
AVWC: automated vacuum waste collection.
ctri,t: constants of transitory time.
csti,t: constants of stationary time.
ctri,e: constants of transitory energy.
csti,e: constants of stationary energy.
CIP: constraint integer programming.
CP: constraint programming.
d(T ): length of tree T .
Etrt : transitory energy.
Estt : stationary energy.
E : set of edges.
Ef,st : emptying sequence of sector s and fraction f at time t.
f : fraction.
fc(t): energy cost function.
F : set of fractions.
I: set of inlets.
Ifi : inlet number i with fraction f .
Lfi : load of inlet I
f
i .
Lfmax: maximum transfer capacity for fraction f .
next(Ifi ): the following element to I
f
i in the ordered sequence Ef,st .
s: sector.
SAT: propositional satisfiability problem.
t: time.
Tt: operation time.
T trt : transitory operation time.
T stt : stationary operation time.
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T Ai : air subtree.
T Ei : emptying subtree.
T Vs : vacuum subtree.
vai : air valve number i.
Va: set of air valves.
vsi : sector valve number i.
Vs: set of sector valves.
vt: air speed during an emptying sequence.
VM : maximum air speed.
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